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INTENDED USE 

The SLED mini is a free standing. 11011-reclirecti\·e. gating crash cu; hion. cle; igned to shield the encl of concrete barrier. The 

SLED mini does not require anchoring to the road surface and can be used on concrete. asphalt. grawl. and dirt surfaces . 

The SLED mini can be used in TL-2 and TL-I installations to treat the encl o f concrete ba1Tier. The SLED mini sys tem 

consists of four main component, : h\·o ydlo1Y 1Yater filled module;. one Containment Impact Sled (CIS ). and one 

transition . The SLED mini system consists of two water filled modules 11·ith the front module connected to the steel CIS . 

The \Yater filled module,, 1Yeigh approx: 1100 lb ,; (500 kg) 11·hen filled . The SLED mini· s yellmY 1rnter filled modules 

contain a fill lid. 1d1ich incorporate, a pop-up float 1rnter le1·el indicator for ident ifying that modules are filled to the 

appropriate le1·el . \\'hen modules are pinned together there are a total of eight knuckles aligned 1Yith the steel t-pin 

in, erted . At the front of the SLED mini system is the steel CJS that is connected to the front ydlo1Y 1Yater filled module. 

Bolted to the front impact face on the CJS is the directional indicator panel. The directiona l indicator panel is a square sheet 

of plastic that contains gore point directional sheeting on one side and left. or right. directional sheeting on the opposite 

side . This allo11·s the user to com·ert the panel to the proper direction 1Yhe11 installing the SLED. The directional indicator 

panel contours to the curYed shape on the front impact face on the CIS and i; secured by six bolts. Other directional 

sheeting and markings are a1·ailable. The SLED mini is attached to the barrier using two transition panels attached to both 

sides of the concrete barrier. The SLED mini transition is made of three main components: one steel transition frame and 

I\Yo symmetric transition panels. The transition frame is positiYely connected to the rear most 1rnter filled module: through 

the l'ertica lly aligned concentric holes in the knuckles us ing a steel t-pin. The transition panels are pinned to the transition 

frame us ing outboard alignment pins designed into the transition frame . The transition panels are attached to the batTier 

using a minimum of four mechanical fasteners per side. A minimum of eight fasteners are required to attach the SLED to 

the barrier. 

SLED mini End Treatment for Concrete BaITier 
Length : 12.0 ft (3. 7 111 ) long (pin to pin) 
Height : 32 in (0.83 m) 
Width: 23 in (0.58 111) 

The SLED mini End Treatment for anachment to concrete barrier has been fully tested to the procedures of MASH. 

ELIGIBILITY 

FHWA Eligibility Letters: 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
TratFix Devices, Inc. 
Corporate Headquarters 

160 A venida La Pata 
San Clemente, CA 92673 
www.traffixdevices.com 

Phone: + I (949)-361-5663 
Fax: + I (949)-36 1-9205 

Emai l: info@traffixdevices.com 
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